YEAR 6 HOME LEARNING – 25.05.2020
Using Different Lines to Create a Scene

Dear Parents and children,
Although it is half term week, I thought I would post some challenges and
projects to keep you interested and learning! I will also post to Seesaw too
so please feel free to share any of the work you have completed from
previous weeks or the challenges and projects from this week too.
I hope you enjoy the beautiful weather – remember your sun safety and
online safety!

Practice drawing different kinds of lines:
hatching, cross hatching, squiggles, dots,
little lines, different weighted lines, etc.
Create a scene / image and determine
which types of lines will appear where.
The entire page should be covered with
different types of lines and colours.
Further ideas for this project will be
posted on Seesaw!

Boggle
Find, and record,
all the words you
can. Remember,
letters must be
touching each
other and you
can only use the
letters one time
in a row. Eg, you cannot use the letters
a,p,l,e to make apple.

Make a sail boat challenge from Ms
Mee of the STEM Workshop!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=In67kavfKDc

Or if you are up for a challenge. Try
making a pulley system!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWO82leKIKU

Stay safe.
Kindest regards,
Sarah Wust
sarah.wust@taw.org.uk
How does a shadow grow? Create your
sundial!
1. Make your own sundial using a pencil or a
stick and fix it on aboard on the ground.
2. Observe the sun position, measure the
accurate time and date.
3. Draw the shadow of the stick and
measure its length using a ruler.
4. Repeat this Step many times during the
day.
5. Does the shadow change its length during
the day? Why?

Outdoor
scavenger
hunt – use the
Seesaw
template or
note down in
your home
learning book.

Random acts of kindness bingo
How many can you tick this week?

Try a breakout challenge… can you break
out of the locked room? Log on to
Seesaw for the link or use the link
below…

Sudoku 6x6 - Easy
The aim of the game is to place the numbers
1 - 6 in each row, column and rectangle.
Watch the video on Seesaw to learn how to
play!

Lookout for Mr Hudson’s PE challenge 4 on
Seesaw this week!
https://platform.breakoutedu.com/game/play/it-s-asymmetry-trap-78

Enjoy a 9x9 challenge too!

